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Abstract
This paper gives an overview of DP verification and training activities conducted prior to a multi-vessel
flexible riser replacement campaign in the North Sea in 2017. The operation involved two vessels
operating inside the installation’s exclusion zone for an extended time period.
The verification study comprised;
•
•
•

A detailed review of historical drive-off and drift-off incidents to identify initiating causes and
learning objectives relevant for the planned operation
Establishing guidelines for training and familiarization for the operation
Specification of improved operator guidance and decision support tools that can be included for
the planned operation

Based on selected method and vessel specific details confirmed during the study the guidelines enabled
planning and execution of necessary training and familiarization for the specific operation.

Abbreviation / Definition
A&R
ASOG
CAMO
DP
FMEA
FPU
IMCA
KM
PIW
SIMA
SIMOPRO

Abandonment and Recovery
Activity Specific Operating Guidelines
Critical Activity Mode
Dynamic Positioning
Failure Mode and Effect Analysis
Floating Production Unit
International Marine Contractors Association
Kongsberg Maritime AS
Pull In Winch
Simulation of Marine Operations
Simultaneous Marine Operations and Production
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Introduction
Marine operations in close proximity to production platforms or its riser systems pose a high risk both to
the platform itself and to the vessels involved. As part of developing new and more efficient methods to
replace flexible risers with an acceptable risk level, Statoil commissioned Kongsberg Maritime (KM) to
study risks related to vessel DP incidents and to specify risk-mitigating measures for specific operations.
Statoil’s main objective with developing new riser replacement methods is to increase production
efficiency without compromising on safety.
The platform case used in this study has an exposed riser system with red and yellow exclusion zones for
vessel operations as shown in Figure 1. The red zone extends 200m out from the riser balcony and the
yellow zone continues out to the end of the safety zone. In accordance with Statoil requirements, vessel
operations inside the red zone require shut down and depressurizing of the exposed riser systems. Vessel
operations inside the yellow zone require an approved dispensation with risk-reducing measures, however
the platform may be kept in production.

Figure 1 – Platform Red and Yellow Exclusion Zone

Earlier practice for riser replacement operations has been to close down the production platform in order
to allow vessel operations within the red zone. The new optimized methods for replacing flexible risers
are called SIMOPRO - Simulations Operation and Production. The methodology is based on vessel
operations outside the red zone allowing the platform to be kept in production provided necessary risk
mitigation measures are identified and implemented. (The SIMOPRO method has been patented by
Statoil – the method may be used by others pending Statoil approval).
The DP incident study described in this paper was performed to identify risk-mitigating measures and
develop decision support tools for a planned SIMOPRO riser replacement operation.
The outcome of this study was used as a basis for planning and executing a riser replacement campaign at
one of Statoil’s production platforms. The campaign was performed successfully the summer of 2017
without shutdown of the platform. The same methodology has been applied for several SIMOPRO
operations replacing risers at Statoil’s production platforms.
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Multi-vessel riser replacement operation performed in 2017
A flexible riser replacement operation typically takes 4 – 6 days depending on the riser configuration.
This includes longer and non- reversible operations close to the platform. To avoid operations in the red
zone and to limit vessel time in the proximity of the platform inside the yellow zone, a multi-vessel
operation was developed by Subsea 7 to replace 3 off tethered wave flexible risers.
The riser recovery starts with Vessel A moving inside the yellow zone and picking up the subsea end. The
topside end is at the same time disconnected from the platform hang-off and lowered down by the Pull-In
Winch (PIW). In the next step, Vessel A moves away from the platform and Vessel B moves inside the
yellow zone and connects to the topside end as illustrated in Figure 2. The riser load is now transferred
from the PIW wire to the vessel A&R wire. Finally, the platform PIW wire is disconnected and the riser is
towed out of the yellow zone by both vessels as illustrated in Figure 3. Outside the platform safety zone
the riser is recovered by Vessel B.

Figure 2 – Vessel A and B connected to riser during recovery

Figure 3 – Tow out of riser
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DP incident study
A previous study perfomed by Lloyd’s Register Consulting (LRC) for Statoil showed that the risk
replated to SIMOPRO operations was largely dominated by a vessel drift-off scenario.
For a vessel operating in the yellow zone, a significant vessel drive-off or drift-off is required for a
collision with the platform. In the assessment performed by KM, it was considered that a total vessel
black-out was required, therefore a review of the drift-off incidents reported by LRC was performed to
identify and study the black-out incidents.
The study thoroughly documented that a significant number of the total black-outs occurred because the
vessel was operating with closed bus. Many of the incidents have been indirectly caused by insufficient
management of change. The study also indicated that several incidents could have been avoided by
sufficient preventive maintenance of the DP system. Out of 26 total black-out incidents reported by
IMCA, 19 incidents was related to power failure and 7 to human error.
In accordance with Statoil requirements, the vessels should operate with open bus. One recommendation
from the black-out incident study was to perform a detailed review of drive-off and drift off incidents, the
same as for black-out incidents to capture other contributors.
Drive-off and drift-off incidents for DP 2/3 class vessels where then studied. The review included DP
incidents reported through IMCA and Statoil’s incident database “Synergi” for the period 2005 to 2016.
Incidents considered relevant for the planned multi-vessel operation were studied in detail. Initiating
causes from 115 incidents leading to drift-off or drive-offs are shown in Table 1.
The initiating causes were primarily single failure during which the vessels did not operate in accordance
with the DP class redundancy requirements, direct operator error or inadequate procedures. In the
majority of the cases, the initiating event developed into a more serious incident due to human error.
Category

Number of
incidents

Initiating causes

Failure of position
reference systems

30

•
•
•

Loss of references
Incorrect set-up/ weighting
Instability in references

Failure of Thrusters

22

•
•

Incorrect thruster set-up
Thruster failure

Operator error

15

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Incorrect DP mode setting
Incorrect response to position reference system failure
Incorrect response to thruster failure
Incorrect rotation set-point
Incorrect set-up and adjusted equipment (DP control system)
Incorrect response to DP alarms
Lack of proper communication
Operating beyond vessel capacity limits

Procedure/
Environment

14

•
•
•

Insufficient operating guideline
Insufficient abandonment procedure
Insufficient black-out recovery procedure

Failure of power
system

9

•
•
•
•
•
•

Incorrect generator set-up
Power Management fault
Closed bus
Lack of preventive maintenance
Maintenance performed during DP operations
Insufficient maintenance and checking of equipment
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Failure of DP
computer (DP
control system)

8

Failure of sensors

5

Failure of auxiliary
systems
Other

4
8
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DP computer failure
DP software failure
Network storm
Loss of sensors
Sensor failure
Incorrect auxiliary system set-up
Contaminated fuel
External forces
Fire in engine room
Not applicable (FPSO incidents)
Uncertain (Poorly described)

Table 1 – DP incident review – initiating causes to drive-off and drift-off incidents

Recommendations from DP incident study
The incident studies resulted in the following recommendations:
•
•
•
•
•

Review vessel DP Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA), DP operations manual, procedures
and check lists, ensure all action items from DP Trials, audits and incidents are closed out
Ensure DP configuration set-up based on Critical Activity Mode (CAMO) defined on basis of
FMEA
Plan DP reference systems set-up based on field and operation specific information
Establish detailed Activity Specific Operating Guidelines (ASOG) for planned operation
Perform training and familiarization of Dynamic Positioning Operators (DPOs) and other key
personnel

Method risk assessment
Based on a review of the riser replacement method, the risks related to critical operations were identified.
An example of a critical phase is during pull out of the riser when the high horizontal load component
from the riser in combination with weather forces result in high thruster utilization. As seen from dynamic
analysis for given weather conditions with large wave drift, the stern thrusters are saturated and the vessel
footprint unstable.

DP system review
A DP system review was performed for the two vessels involved in the planned operation. Vessel A was a
DP class 2 vessel and Vessel B was a DP class 3 vessel. The review included DP FMEA, DP trials
report, DP operation manual, bridge & engine checklists and black-out recovery procedures.
Personnel with detailed knowledge of the specific DP control systems and DP operating procedures
performed the review. DP and machine room instructors with operational experience from similar vessels
and with system specific knowledge reviewed the checklists. Corrective comments to system descriptions
and operating procedures were provided together with proposed checklist improvements.
As observed from similar vessel DP documentation review, the FMEA and especially the DP operation
manual were in many cases not vessel specific, or did not include correct system information. An update
of the vessel DP documentation was initiated based on the review.

Establishment of CAMO and ASOG
DP parameter settings based CAMO were defined for both vessels on basis of the FMEA review.
The parameter settings were proposed to provide the best configuration and redundancy for the planned
operation, not only fulfilling minimum DP class requirements.
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The ASOGs were developed in cooperation with the vessel marine crew. An ASOG template with
“action” columns was used to provide additional decision guidance for specific conditions.
For a thruster system approaching a predefined “Advisory limit”, the DPO action could be to “Contact
engine control room to start more thrusters if available, contact shift supervisor, assess weather and
change heading if possible to reduce thruster force”.
For an individual thruster approaching a predefined force limit, the DPO action could be to “Evaluate
thruster feedback and set‐point”. If the thruster did not correspond to set-point, the action should be to
“Push emergency stop”.
A fully coupled dynamic model, including the vessel hydrodynamic model, specific DP system and riser
system was run for different weather combinations to verify vessel DP capability as well as to define
operating limits for the vessels. This analysis is further described in the Paper under Decision Support
Tools.

Guidelines for training and familiarization
Due to the number of incidents directly caused by operator error and the high number of incident
involving human errors, activity specific training and familiarization of key personnel were proposed as a
risk mitigating measure. Human Factors specialists and Leading Advisors from Statoil were involved in
establishing guidelines for the training and familiarization scope. The guidelines included the following
topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Instructor training
Learning objective
Target group
Entry requirements
Training & familiarization
Evaluation
Input to schedule

Training and familiarization program executed for the multi-vessel operation
Based on the guidelines, a detailed training program was established and executed for the multi-vessel
riser replacement operation. The program included certified DP operators, DP technical key personnel,
and construction key personnel on both vessels.
Through involvement in method review, vessel DP system review and establishment of CAMO and
ASOG, the instructors obtained detailed understanding of the multi-vessel operation, vessel specific
details, and risks related to the operation.
Learning objectives were detailed based on the DP incident review as well as recommendations from DP
training instructors. The learning objectives included refreshment of some basic DP knowledge in
addition to cover operation specific details to ensure capability and preparedness to handle emergencies.
For the DP operators the program included a 3-day course. A Dynamic Positioning Simulator with vessel
specific DP software for each vessel was used to address questions and topics that needed to be refreshed.
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This was based on the outcome of a pre-test done by the course participants. Questions related to the
specific software were explained and demonstrated. In addition, some fault setting exercises were
performed to check if the participant was able to understand and interpret the given alarm and information
shown on the screen.
A Two bridge DNVGL Class A Simulator was used to ensure joint training with both vessels.

Figure 4 – K-Sim Class A Aft Bridge (left) K-Sim Class A Main bridge (right) used in the training

The simulator training covered the planned vessel operations inside the platform exclusion zone, focusing
on Human Factor, ASOG and Dynamic Position System understanding. The crew had the opportunity to
evaluate content-, act according to- and make decisions with the ASOG in hand. The instructors
impersonated the roles of other parties e.g. installation, ROV, crane etc.
Various faults to the DP system were added to see if each bridge crew understood the meaning of alarms
and acted in accordance with recommendations to solve the problem. For the multi-vessel operations,
fault settings to both vessels were added in order to observe the level of stress among the crew, the
reaction time needed to inform all involved parties and act accordingly, and to find a solution to the
problem.
To assess and document the learning effect of the DP operator course, the evaluation included:
•
•
•

Subjective evaluation by the participants
Expert evaluation by the instructors
Objective evaluation

The participants expressed satisfaction with the training. The course improved job performance and
increased competency.
The instructors observed increased system understanding and improved progress in the simulator training.
The prepared ASOG was tested. The training revealed different individual interpretations of the contents,
and adjustments were made to ensure a common understanding of the ASOG.
Results at the end of the course showed increased system understanding. A self-awareness survey showed
improved confidence in handling DP incidents and acting in accordance with the ASOG.
Prior to the offshore operations, Workshops and Table Top sessions were performed onboard the vessels.
The objectives with these sessions were to:
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Train interaction between key personnel onboard the vessel in ASOG and emergency situations
Review engine room routines and go through possible blackout scenarios with the machine crew
Ensure key personnel ability to assess situation and perform corrective actions following the
ASOG and the procedures

The feedback was positive. The sessions provided awareness on possible ASOG and critical emergency
scenarios where interaction was required to solve the problem or abort the operation. Contingency
procedures were tested and clarifications were made with respect to procedures, communication lines and
responsibility, both on the vessels and on the platform. Involvement from other departments onboard
contributed to a common understanding across the organization/operation.

Coupled analysis
A black-out event will cause the vessel to drift-off in a direction dictated by the present environmental
condition. The case that the vessel will drift-off towards the platform in a black-out event, is termed a
“drift-on” situation. As part of Statoil’s requirements to execute the operations inside the platform yellow
exclusion zone – a limited weather criteria for operations in a “drift-on” situation was set.
A fully coupled SIMA model including both vessels with vessel specific DP algorithm, riser system and
rigging arrangement was established. The neighboring risers, flowlines and cable systems were included
in order to cover the different riser lay corridors inside the platform safety zone. The principles of the
coupled analysis model is presented in Figure 5.

Figure 5 – Fully Coupled SIMA model

Dynamic simulations for different weather combinations were performed, and DP system configuration
settings were tested to minimize vessel footprint and excursions, and to define limits to the ASOGs.
The model was further used to verify potential vessel and riser response to different "emergency
situations" such as wire break, partial or full-black-out.
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Offshore decision support
During the offshore operations, the coupled analysis model was continuously run in order to monitor
vessel drift-off path and to estimate drift-off path for future steps of the operation. Online wave and
current data were extracted from an infield weather buoy, and wind speed was taken from the wind
sensors on the two vessels. A fully coupled SIMA model was run from vessel B with access to vessel DP
recorder data from both vessels.
Vessel positions and riser catenary configuration were updated according to lay tables following the
progress of the operations. The analysis model showed high accuracy when compared to vessel DP
recorder data and vessel drift-off tests. This included simulations performed for future steps based on
weather forecast data.
The external DP-plugin, which was used to model the actual DP system in SIMA enabled the possibility
to compare measured thruster forces (logged by DP recorder) with the simulations. Real data was
compared to data from SIMA in order to continuously monitor the force balance, i.e. to verify that all
forces (including riser force) were correctly estimated. Reliable analysis which accurately estimated
vessel drift direction, velocity and time to impact, proved essential in order to support critical operational
decisions.
For major parts of the campaign the vessels were in a marginal “drift-off” condition where the analysis
was used to determine the drift direction and critical environmental conditions. With precise prediction of
the vessel drift the operations were allowed to continue or commence in weather conditions which would
otherwise be stopped due to uncertainty.

Conclusion
The DP incidents studied provided information to assess risk, and to plan efficient risk mitigation
measures for the operation. Most of the studied incidents could have been avoided by operating in
accordance with DP class requirements or by correct human intervention.
The proposed DP parameter settings utilising the systems available, provided high redundancy in case of
an initial failure. Introduction of an ASOG together with activity specific training and familiarization
clearly improved awareness and capability in handling critical ASOG and emergency scenarios among
the DP operators.
The multi-vessel operation was conducted without any DP incidents. The offshore decision support
analysis was used to plan operations with respect to weather windows. The coupled analysis model
proved reliable for monitoring and predicting vessel drift-off path, enabling the operations to be
performed controlled with minimum waiting on weather ahead of schedule.
Statoil successfully replaced 3 flexible risers with the multi-vessel SIMOPRO method while the platform
was kept in production. The SIMOPRO method with similar risk-reducing measures has been further
executed for several other Statoil riser replacement projects.
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